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Wednesday, April 1,1987

Bowling Green, Ohio

Father awarded custody of Baby M
HACKENSACK N.J. (AP) - A judge awarded
custody of Baby M to her father yesterday and
stripped surrogate mother Mary Beth Whitehead
of all parental rights to the child she bore under a
110,000 contract.
In the nation's first judicial ruling on surrogate
parenting, Bergen County Superior Court Judge
Harvey Sorkow upheld the validity of the contract
on the grounds that just as men have a constitutional right to sell their sperm, women can decide
what to do with their wombs.
Immediately after William Stern won custody in
the landmark case, his wife, Elizabeth, adopted
the year-old baby, whom they call Melissa. The

child has been in their care while the case was
argued.
Sorkow ordered Stern to pay Whitehead the
$10,000 agreed to in the contract. That money had
been held in escrow since the contract was signed.
Whitehead. who had vowed to appeal, awaited
the ruling at her home after visiting with the baby
earlier in the day and then stopping at a church to
light a devotional candle.
The Sterns held hands in the crowded, locked
courtroom throughout the 2H hours it took the
judge to read his ruling. They clutched each other
when the custody decision was announced.
SORKOW SAID the Sterns had shown a stable,

House opposes
president's veto
of highway bill
by the Associated Press

The Democratic-controlled
House voted 350-73 yesterday to
override President Reagan's
veto of an $88 billion highway
bill, while administration officials scrambled for support to
sustain the president in a coming Senate showdown.
The lopsided House vote was
far more than the two-thirds
needed to override the veto of
the popular measure, which
calls tor more than 100 highway
projects tailor-made for individual members of Congress and
^i-mits states to raise the speed
lit to 65 miles per hour on
most interstate highways.
Senate Republican sources
said the president was still shy
of the votes needed to sustain the
veto in the Senate, and Democratic leader Robert Byrd said,
"I hope (senators) will not
chicken out" by voting to uphold
thepresident's action.
The legislation would permit

See related
story, p.4
states to raise the speed limit
from 55 miles per hour to 65 on
most interstate highways and
would authorize spending of $88
billion on highways and mass
transit over the next five years.
THE PRESIDENT favors the
faster speed limit but vetoed the
measure last week as "pork
barrel politics."
Ohio congressmen voted as
follows (A "yes" vote is a vote to
override the veto):
Democrats — Applegate, yes;
Eckart, yes; Feighan, did not
vote; Hall, yes; Kaptur, yes;
Luken, yes; Oakar, yes; Pease,
yes; Sawyer, yes; Stokes, yes;
Traficant, yes.
Republicans — DeWine, no;
Gradlson, no; Kasich, no; Latta,
no; Lukens, no; McEwen, yes;
Miller, no; Oxley, no; Regula,
yes; Wylie, no.

secure, loving relationship, the ability to provide
financially and psychologically for the future
needs of the baby and "an ability to make rational
decisions in the most trying of circumstances."
"The Sterns live a private, unremarkable life,"
the judge said. "Mrs. Whitehead seems not to
have found the time for family therapy sessions
while making herself and her children available to
the media."
Sorkow also said the Sterns would better be able
to explain to the child her unusual beginnings in
the years to come.
The iudge said the Whiteheads' life has been
marked by domestic and marital instability and
that Whitehead has been shown to "impose her-

self" on her two other children.
"Too much love can smother a child," Sorkow
said.
The judge, who made no provision for Whitehead ever to see her daughter again, condemned
her as impulsive and exploit] ve and said she either
selectively omitted information or lied outright
during testimony about aspects of her life.
"THIS IN ABILITY to tell the truth establishes a
tarnished ... environment" for raising the child,
the judge said.
Whitehead, who was artificially inseminated
with Stem's sperm, said she realized during the
baby's birth March 27,1966, that she could not give
up her daughter.

Tunes 'dished up'
kyMFnodtcy

Each Monday, marie fills the air as
students fill their stomachs.
"Monday Moatdana" ia a UAOaponaorad program that bftaga a diflerant
muatcal group to a different University
cafeteria every Monday between 5 and 8
Ml
"The Idea U to give undergraduate
and graduate students in the Collage at
Musical Arts the opportunity to get aome
exposure We alao want to bring culture
into an atawaphere where atudonta will
be exposed tolt,"aald Joa SUete, dtractor ofiht Unrfaraity ActMttaa teganhtatlon's Spotlight Entertainment

Food Operations
"Crorton McClure, a graduate student
in the Collage of Musical Arts, ftnda the
acts for oa and we place them," Slagle
"We have a lot of brass quartets and
quintets, but we've alao had a harpist at
the Towen, Christmas carolers at the
and electric guitars at McDond a lax* quintet called "Quite
Frankly" which once was booked to play
at * cafeteria went on to do a multi-ate te

tour.

Long said moat students are surprised
men they come Into the cafeteria to eat
and find a live group playing music, but
they react positively.

Slagle said theprogrem was started in
the summer of UK.
He said the program is run by three of
his committee members - Ondy Long.
sophomore business major; Cheryl
Hughea.sopbomore German major; and
JaneU Crossfield, Junior education maThe series ia presented in cooperation
College of Muatcal Arts and

BG News/Rob Upton
Randy Snyder. graduate student in music performance and a member of the Graduate Brass Quintet, eyes his music during a
performance in Founders Cafeteria Monday evening.

Candidate speaks at forum Olscamp's emphasis on research
Kindred shares
draws mixed faculty response
Affirmative
Action views

This is the second of a threepart news analysis of Paul Olscamp's five years as University
president. Tomorrow's segment
will discuss Olscamp's
relationships with faculty members and students.

by Unda Hoy
staff reporter

Instead of combatting discrimination by giving preferential treatment to women and
minorities, an affirmative action office should work to change
the network of a university to
bring about a long-lasting and
fair solution, Sue Kindred, candidate for University Affirmative Action director, said at a
forum yesterday.

by Unda Hoy
staff reporter

An overall strengthening of
University academics has occurred in the past five years
under President Olscamp, but in
the area of research the "advances" are viewed by some as
setbacks to teaching.

The forum, which began at 2
p.m. and lasted an hour, was
held in the Campus Room of the
University Union. Kindred, who
has been Affirmative Action director for Ohio State University
since 1980, spoke about her experiences with affirmative action
and answered questions from an
audience of about 20 people.
"There is no such thing as
reverse discrimination,"
Kindred said. "Discrimination
is discrimination."
Combatting discrimination
through changing the structure
of a university will take many
years, but it can be done, she
said.
D See Kindred, page 3.

Olscamp at five;
A BG News analysis

Sue Kindred

BG News/Rob Upton

Historically, the University
has been viewed as a "teaching
university." Olscamp believes
be has enhanced the teaching
component of the University as
well as the research component.
Olscamp indicated during his
1983 Role and Mission Statement
he was distressed to learn that a
student could graduate with a
bachelor's degree from the University without taking a course
in history, math, foreign language, science, philosophy or
literature.
Since then, changes in University general requirements have
been made, making it more difficult for a student to graduate
without taking some of those
courses, Olscamp said.

Also in the Role and Mission
Statement, Olscamp suggested
the creation of an interdiscplinary course that would integrate
different cultures to create a
greater total understanding for
students. A course titled "Multicultural values in American Society" was developed in
response to his suggestion.
The course has passed the
Undergraduate Council and is
expected to be implemented in
two years, Olscamp said.
In citing another of his academic accomplishments, Olscamp said all of the residence
halls now have computer labs
for students, which they didn't
have five years ago.
Olscamp also mentioned the
reconfiguration of doctoral departments that took place under
his direction. The number of
doctoral departments was increased but only one new pro-

gram, a doctorate in philosophy,
was created, Richard Hoare,
associate vice president for academic affairs, said.
"(Olscamp) has done everything he can to upgrade the
academic welfare of the students," Hoare said.
However, some faculty members believe the academic welfare of undergraduate students
has been harmed by suggestions
the president has made to enhance research.
In 1982, Olscamp made a
speech to the faculty in which he
said he wanted to enhance research and suggested that the
teaching loads of researching
faculty in departments be decreased in order to allow them to
research more.
In response to the president's
suggestions, teaching loads
were reduced for researchers
O See Olscamp, page 4.

Wednesday
□ Senior Challenge '87 kicks off with
the goal of raising $60,000 for Jerome
Library and the Escort Service: See story,
page 3.
□ A former Ohloan Is among 44 dead in
an attack on a training base in El Salvador:
See story, page 6.
D Last week was a tough break for the
men's tennis team, which lost five of seven
matches: See story, page 7.

Sunshine Run is Sunday
Staying in shape and raising money for charity
is the goal of the fourth annual "Run For
Sunshine," Sunday, April 5, at 1 p.m
Chi Omega Sorority is sponsoring the fundraiser, in cooperation with Miller Lite Beer.
Proceeds will go to the Sunshine Children's
Home for the Mentally Retarded in Maumee.
The run will start and finish near the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon house, on new fraternity row.
Those interested may sign up in the Mathematical Sciences BuUding or University Hall this

week from 8 a.m. to i p.m. The entrance fee is 83.
Runners may also register at the starting line
beginning at 12:30 p.m. Sunday.
- by Diane J. Lanka

Register for May primary
Registration for the May 5 primary election
closes on Monday, April 6, at 9 p.m.
People who have registered in Ohio previously
need not renew their registration unless they
have not voted at least once in the last four
years, moved since they last registered or voted,

or changed their names.
Wood County residents may register in the
Board of Elections office on the fifth floor of the
Courthouse Office Building, or when renewing
their drivers licenses at the deputy registrar's
offices in Perrysburg and Bowling Green.
Evelyn Lotz, Board of Elections director, said
the boardoffices will have extended hours from
8:30 a.m. to 9 p.m., March 23,30, and April 8; and
from 8:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m., March 21, 28, and
April 4.
Regular hours are Monday through Friday,
8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
- by Lynda Sanino

■

Editorial
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Opinion should have
been gauged first

Artistic liberty essential

The controversial issue of whether to divest or
not should reflect a consensus of student opinion - not just the views of a chosen few.
A few members of the Undergraduate Student
Government, Graduate Student Senate, and the
Progressive Student Organization met with the
investment committee of the BGSU Foundation
yesterday to urge the foundation to divest of its
$780,000 holdings in companies doing business in
South Africa.
Some of the students said they were pleased with
the time devoted to their comments, and were
surprised they would be able to speak to the
committee at all.
Because it was an opportunity to air views on an
issue of such magnitude, a more effective and fair
method would have been to gauge student opinion
and develop a well-researched, intelligent survey
to present to the committee.
USG President Kelly McCoy expressed her own
pro-divestment views, but neglected to give the
committee an "official student opinion" because
she said USG had not passed a resolution on
divestment.
However, the "official" student opinion can only
be gained by a reasonably large survey of the
student body, and not merely USG voting mem-

by Karen Qygll

Had USG and GSS conducted such a poll, the end
result would be far more credible than the pleas of
a few campus leaders.
Instead, a factual report of students' views could
have been presented to the committee - a report
that would give committee members something
substantial to study and review before their May
decision on whether or not to recommend divestment to the board.
PSO did take the initiative to present student
opinion, collecting more than 1,500 signatures on a
petition urging divestment.
But the other student organization leaders
missed an important opportunity to perform their
essential function - representing the student body.

Editor's note: This is the first
of a series of columns by members of the University chapter of
Amnesty International on political oppression. For more Information, contact the group in
care of the College of Technol-

%, first time I beard about

Amnesty International, I was
trekking around Coventry Cathedral in England. Amnesty
representatives were selling
postcards and displaying paintings which protested political
persecution, torture and imprisonment.
"Amnesty International." the
brochure read, "will only be
satisfied when it is redundant.
Only when the use of torture and
the death penalty become as
unthinkable as slavery, only
when political imprisonment is
recognized as a degrading answer to the challenge of ideas,
will the work of Amnesty International become unnecessary.
The world is a long way from
that point."
I listened politely, wondered if
I had enough film and where we
would be eating lunch, and
boarded the bus.
Today, I am a member myself. How did this happen?
I suddenly realized, especially
after I began my graduate work
in theater, that that brochure
applied to me as well. I am an
artist, a woman, a student, and I
don't always agree with everything my government does.
In too many countries, I am a
prime target for political and
cultural persecution, and many
young women like myself have
already suffered.
Some of you might have seen
the theater department's production of Everyman, a modem

6

Amnesty International works
to guarantee that artists all
over the world have the right
to speak out.

adaptation of the medieval classic presented in February in the
Joe E. Brown Theater. In Mike
Schmidt's adaptation, Everyman becomes a graduating college student and Death becomes
the dress-for-success, yuppie
forces of conformity in the 1980s.
Mixing as it did Hail Marys
with "heil Hitler" and soliloquies with the Sex Pistols, it was
not to everyone's taste; it
Surred anger, praise, and, best
all, discussion in my own
department.
So did playwright Joan
Schanker's readings of her feminist, avant garde play Signs of
Life on March 6. She stated that
she often writes "comedies of
menace," designed not to
merely entertain, but to disturb
her audiences.
Whether or not these plays are
good, bad or indifferent is not
the issue here. What is important is that they are allowed to
be seen and heard. Mike
Schmidt and Joan Schanker

were given a forum for expression of their controversial ideas.
Not all artists are this lucky.
Read the April 9 issue of Rolling Stone. In it you will find an
article by John Glusman about
the plight of the Jazz Section of
the Czech Musician's Union.
Seven leaders of this group,
which has been responsible for
organizing jazz concerts, writing about jazz and even introducing Czechoslovakia to new
wave and punk music, have
been arrested and face possible
imprisonment for up to eight
years.
Their crime? Promoting
"non-conformist" music. In
Vietnam, the prominent poet
Nguyen Chi Thlen has been in
and out of prisons and "re-education" camps for 23 out of his S3
years of life.
His crime? According to his
government, "discrediting the
regime by writing romantic poetry." His most recent work,
"Flowers from Hell," put him in

jail again.
Why do governments bother?
What harm can a bunch of
poems and some jazz music do?
Plenty. Art of any kind, visual,
performing, literary, musical,
argues for the fundamental freedom of the human spirit and the
worth of every individual life.
And it is in the interest of too
many governments to silence
this revolutionary and dangerous idea. To the jazz section,
Glusman states, the word ]aa
wasn't just a music term but a
"symbol of creativity, humanity
and tolerance."
Amnesty International works
to guarantee that artists all over
the world have the right to speak
out. That also means that Amnesty fights for the rights of
listeners, readers and spectators all over the world.
"Only when political imprisonment is recognized as a degrading answer to the challenge
of ideas will the work of Amnesty International become unnecessary." By closing our eyes
to the suppression of the human
spirit, we too become its torturers.
Gygli, a teaching fellow in
theater, Is a member of Amnesty International.
*-"

IU.—it......

Letters
Beliefs shouldn't
be forced on others
I am writing in response to the
article entitled "Coach uses
skills to share faith" which ran
in the News March 13.1 get very
disturbed whenever I see or
hear of any group, religious or
otherwise, that tries to push its
views on other human beings.
The Athletes in Action program
is one of these groups.
After reading the article about
this group, I can recall growing
up in Canton, Ohio - not really a
booming metropolis, but a city
large enough to house a diverse
variety of religious beliefs.
I also remember when the
Athletes in Action group attempted to come into our city
school system to "use their talents" for us. Yes, these people
are talented athletes, and they
capitalize on this, capturing the
attention of innocent people.
What person on this planet is
NOT interested in sports, competition and having the chance
to learn a favorite sport from a
professional?
This sharing of ideas would be
fantastic if it stopped there. This
group finds it necessary, however, to literally preach something that not only has nothing to
do with sports, but infringes on
others' rights to free religion.
Ms. Van De Walle points out in
her interview the different aspects of one culture that her organization (and I use that term
loosely) visited. She mentioned
a language barrier, differences
in foods and other ways of life
that they observed. I thought the
fact that some of the members
of this group got sick from the
spicy food was very ironic. I
know I also get sick to my stom-

ach when I am subjected against
my will to someone else's beliefs.
Haven't you ever stopped to
think, Ms. Van De Walle, that
maybe the Chinese, and every
other sect of people, already
have their established cultures
because they might just LUCE
their own way of life? Why can't
people just live and let live??? I
doubt if you would appreciate
another person pushing his or
her views on you!
As a member of a religion that
is a minority in this country, and
one who does not go out "crusading to save others," I have spent
my life answering phone calls
and doorbells only to see or hear
how I will be damned because I
don't believe in a certain
nameless savior, unless I convert to the "right" religion. This
has to stop! Each person has his
or her own right to choose his or
her own religious beliefs.
We can all go to our own
houses of worship for a sermon.
We don't need to hear it from
someone teaching us how to
serve a volleyball the right way.
Personally, I am thankful that
there were enough open-minded
and alert people In Canton some
Sears ago who stood up and said
10 to Athletes in Action. I hope
that some other groups can also
feel confident with themselves
enough to say the same.
Becky Resnlck
344 Darrow Hall

'Lest ye be judged'
In . le March 4 BG News, the
letter concerning modern and
heavy metal music entitled
"Backmasking in Christian
Bock" made me angry, and I
have two responses.
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First, I am tired of people who
are so sure of themselves as to
criticize other peoples' aesthetic
Simons; in a tree country, peoe make their own choices.
What gives someone the right to
decide that "messages that talk
of God" are what people should
hear?
Now, before the preachers rip
out their Bibles and plunge a
stake through my heart, let me
make it perfectly clear that I do
not like heavy metal music nor
do I believe in an evil being
called Satan; least of all do I
support satanic worship. However, I am fervently opposed to
self-righteous people who judge
what others should and should
not do according to their own
beliefs.
To get back to my first point,
there is no way to justify backmasking at all, whether it is a
Stryper or Ozzy Osboume album.
It is very scary to think that
any group would subliminally
influence or brainwash innocent
and unaware listeners. Nor is it
fair to say one message is better
than the other; to make such a
judgment mirrors Orwell's 1964,
Hitler's Germany, and South
Africa, where small groups
make decisions for the whole.
Second, who cares if these
people are satanic? Although I
agree that the violence and exploitation of women in some
songs is revolting, not only does
it reflect what we see on television, in movies, and hear in
playgrounds, but there is a market for it.
Music does not ask for people;
people ask for music. Instead of
labeling people by their tastes in
music, look at the bigger issues
that are raging in our society.
By focusing only on the "satanic" nature of these musical
groups, you fall under the trappings of mob psychology where
emotion replaces reason.
If you will carefully and objectively look at the evidence before you, it is easy to see that
because there is a demand for
violence, overwhelmingly directed toward women, from the
public, the problem comes from
society, not Satan. However, it is
easier to blame Satan than to
think.
Forgive me if I have been
rude, out I get frustrated when
someone thinks their beliefs are
superior to others.
Steven Graubard
257 Kohl

Band spread thin
This letter is being written in
reply of the ignorance of Miss
Shelly Long and Miss Helen
Holmes (Letters, March 13),
who do not feel that the athletic
band "supports" the girls' basketball team. Evidently, they
*

jl&NeM/sg?
did not know that the hockey
team was involved in the CCHA
Finals and that the athletic band
was there trying to help them
break the jinx.
Since the athletic band plays
for both men's basketball and
hockey, we were forced to send
two small bands to Detroit and
Toledo, instead of having one
large band. The BGSU bands
will never sacrifice quality for
quantity; therefore when the
men's team lost, we concentrated our efforts on the biggest
and best band possible at Joe
Louis Arena.
This University is not large
enough (population-wise) to support enough good bands to play
tor three major sporting events
on the same weekend.
We were spread thin enough
as it was with bands at Detroit
and Toledo. Some of us played
Thursday through Saturday supporting the sports teams. We
were more vocal than the majority of fans at Toledo, and barely
big enough to be heard at Joe
Louis.
Had I the opportunity, I would
have gladly played for the girls'
game. In fact, we were informed
Friday night (of tournament
week) that if the girls hosted the

NCAA first-round game (providing they would win the next
day), that the largest band possible would play for that game.
It irks me to think that people
may actually believe we do not
support the teams. I personally
performed at 12 home functions.
I know of countless more that
performed at more. These are
not only weekend games, but
weekday games as well (basketball),
I pose a question to Miss Long
and Miss Holmes: did you listen
to the girls' game at Illinois? I
did. And should the hockey team
make it back to Joe Louis for the
final NCAA Final Four, we'll be
there.
To the question of support,
where were you the night Findlay College beat us? I was in
Anderson Arena with the rest of
the athletic band, trying to cheer
on the men's team in a largely
Findlay crowd.
Note: for those who don't
know, Anderson Arena is located on campus in between the
Jerome Library and the Business Administration building.
Jay Wise
324 Bromfield

Respond
The BG News editorial page is
your campus forum.
Letters lo the editor and i
columns should include
number and address or >
number. Guest columns should
include hometown, major and
class standing.
The News reserves the right to
reject submissions that are considered to be in bad taste, malicious or libelous.
Mail submissions to:
Editorial Editor
BGNews
210 West Hall

Correction
Because of incorrect information supplied to The News, an
incorrect date and telephone
number was printed yesterday
for the Red Cross Bloodmoblle.
The Bloodmobile will be at the
University Union April 1317
from 10 a.m. to 4p.m. Do not call
the number printed. Appointments may Be made at the
Union, Student Recreation Center, Jerome Library or the OffCampus Student Center.

by Dovid Harris
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Seniors set fund-raiser goal

Mangione visits
for Jazz Week
byMtHoUtr
staff reporter

Ja« mmician Chuck
Mangione wUJ be returning to
eampoa April 11 for the univeralty's Jan Week celebration, and also for another
reason.
The award-winning Mangione, whose popularity
peaked with the song "Peeta
So Good," has a friend at the
University as well.
While at the Eastman
School of Music, Mangione
was instructed by Edwin
Beta, who is now a professor
in the University's College of
Musical Arts.
Betts, who performed a
short trumpet duet with
Mangione when he appeared
at the University last year,
said, "He and 1 have remained dose friends through
the years."
"Itaught Chuck bow toplay
trumpet at Eastman," Betts
said. "He was a very good
student"
Mangione, a native of Rochester, N.Y., recorded his
first album while still in high
school.
After entering Eastman,
Mangione released his first

improvement on campus, he

by Maria Kramer
staff reporter

The goal for Senior Challenge
'87 is $60,000, to be collected over
the next three years, according
to Sarringar. This amount was
chosen based on experience with
past drives, the enrollment of
seniors and what the committee
thought was a goal that could be
reached, he said. Last year's
goal was $57,000, he said.
"A number of seniors were
asked what they wanted to give,
and based on the information
from them and a narrowingdown process, we found out what
we thought was representative
of the seniors' choice and a gift
that would be good for the cam6us," he said. "It was totally up
) the seniors to decide on the
gift."

Beyond a name etched on a
library desk or a distinct stain
left on a past dormitory-room
carpet, seniors can make a positive mark on the University before heading out into the real
world.
Senior Challenge '87, this
year's version of the annual fund
raiser, gives seniors the opportunity to give something of value
back to their University, according to Jeff Sarringar, publicity
committee chairman of the
Challenge.

solo album, "Recuerdo," in
WO.
In U7B Mangione earned a
Grammy nomination for
"Friends and Love" in the
category "Best Instrumental
8EVEN YEARS and seven
previous nominations later,
Mangione received his first
- for "BeUavia."
e, who is currently
for Columbia Records, released his latest album, "Save Tonight for Me,"
in April 1966.
The Mangione concert is
being primarily sponsored by
University Activities Organization, said Martin Porter,
director of the College of Musical Arts.

The basic idea of the program,
which began in 1970. is senior
volunteers going to their classmates and soliciting three-year,
annual pledges of $25, $50 or
$100, Sarringar said. The money
raised is then used to make an

THE EXECUTIVE committee
of Senior Challenge '87 voted to

help fund a renovation of the
first floor of Jerome Library and
to supplement the operating
budget of the Escort Service as
the gifts to be presented from
the class of '87, Sarringar said.
"The most Important asset we
will have after graduation is our
BGSU diploma. To ensure its
value, we must recognize the
need to maintain the high standards of academic quality and
student life at the University,"
Jon Manke, Senior Challenge
general co-chairman said in regard to the gifts chosen for presentation.
The executive committee for
Senior Challenge consists of 22
senior members who have been
responsible for organizing everything related to the drive,
according to Linda Ault, assistant director for Alumni Affairs
and adviser to the drive.
"The members of the exec

utive committee were chosen
through an interview process,
after having been recommended
by deans and other administrators on campus. They are outstanding students who have
proven their dedication," Ault
said.
There are also 542 other senior
volunteers Involved, who have
committed themselves to challenging their peers to raise the
money needed to reach the goal
and leave something of value in
their wake, Sarringar said.
TODAY or Thursday, volunteers will be attending marketing seminars to prepare
themselves for the solicitation
process, Sarringar said. Raymond Tucker, chairman for the
interpersonal and public communications department, will
Erovide a motivational speech,
e said.

Kindred
Having lower numbers of minority faculty
and students at a university may not be
caused by recruitment efforts but instead
could be a problem of retention, harassment
or intimidation, she said.
Any long-term, effective solution to problems will only be reached through weaving
affirmative action into the fabric of a university, she said.
"Affirmative action has to be everybody's
reponsibility," she said. "I can't be everywhere at once."
Another candidate, Miguel Ornelas, will
speak at a forum today at 2 p.m. in the
Capital Room of the Union.

"My greatest weakness on this campus (If
chosen Affirmative Action director) would
be trust because I am a white female," she
said. "I will be operating with a handicap on
this campus or any other campus until you
leam to trust me."
Once trust has been established, business
can be accomplished, she said.
To solve discrimination and other problems, one can get ideas from students,
faculty and staff, she said.
In the area of minority recruitment,
Kindred said she would ask students for
ideas about how to attract more minorities
to the campus.

U Continued from page 1.
To solve problems in discriminatory hiring
Eradices or sexual harrassment, adminlsators have to listen to individual concerns,
she said.
"We forget, as administrators, to turn
around ana say 'What is it you want?' (or)
'What is it you need?', rather than sit in the
administration building," she said.

The Musical Arts office is
assisting UAO in preparation
of Kobacker Hall, tickets and
technical staff, he said.
Mangione will perform two
concerts April 11, set for 6:36
and 10 p.m.
The performances will be
held in Kobacker Hall in the
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Besides Mangione. the University's Jan Combos and
the Faculty Jan Quartet will
perform during Jan Week.

AN AFFIRMATIVE Action director needs
to visit classrooms and make himself familiar to students and faculty so they can trust
him enough to come and talk about a problem, she said.

♦A**************************** ******#}•
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AS THE OHIO THETA CHAPTER
OF

PI BETA PHI
APPROACHES ITS FIRST YEAR FOUNDING DATE
OF
APRIL 19th
WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE UNIVERSITY, STUDENTS, FACULTY, AND
ENTIRE GREEK SYSTEM
FOR THEIR

OUTSTANDING SUPPORT!!
THROUGH YOU AND THE DEDICATION OF
EVERY PI BETA PHI MEMBER,
WE WERE HONORED WITH THE

1987
OUTSTANDING CHAPTER AWARD
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WE WOULD ALSO LIKE TO RECOGNIZE
SEVERAL OF THE OTHER OUTSTANDING CHAPTERS:
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KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA & LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
ALPHA DELTA PI & SIGMA CHI
PHI MU & DELTA GAMMA
DELTA ZETA

AND OUTSTANDING INDIVIDUAL AWARDS GIVEN TO:
GAMMA PHI BETA
SIGMA NU
KAPPA DELTA
DELTA UPSILON

ALPHA PHI
ZETA BETA TAU
CHI OMEGA
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Olscamp
D Continued from page 1.
and increased (or "teachers," those instructors who
would rather instruct classes
than do research.
In some departments, it is
possible that a researching
professor will be teaching one
course, as opposed to a teaching professor who will have
four courses.
THE EMPHASIS on research and imbalance of teaching loads is believed to be
unfair by some faculty members. Two faculty members,
who refused to be identified,
elaborated on their feelings.
Both said they enjoy teaching
and are not opposed to research - they merely believe
it is not for them.
One said that during recent
hiring in a department, qualified teachers were passed up
for those who had better
backgrounds in research.
Both maintained that students are suffering because of
this shift.
"We shouldn't jump into
research at such a fast pace
that we don't have time to
teach," one said.
Both agreed that those professors who want to teach are
made to feel like second-class
citizens in their departments
because they aren't publishing, and that the bigger
teaching loads set them apart
even more, giving them less
time to devote to their students.
One faculty member said

this shift to research has happened "at a very rapid rate of
speed."
Olscamp said that if a faculty member feels like a second-class citizen, it is because
of the department he is in and
not because of any action
Olscamp has taken. However,
the emphasis on research did
occur at the president's suggestion.
Some faculty believe this
emphasis has been beneficial
to them and to both graduate
and undergraduate students.
A UNIVERSITY cannot attract good graduate students
and do them justice if the
faculty is not researching,
Ellen Paul, political science
professor, said.
"In academia, the reputation of a university rests on
the reputation of its scholars," she said.
The undergraduates benefit
from research because the
faculty stay active in their
fields, she said.
Jeffrey Gordon, associate
professor of geography and
an avid researcher, brings his
research into the classroom.
Gordon said his research
aids him in applying textbook
knowledge to the "real
world."
What Olscamp is doing in
terms of shifting emphasis on
research is "in line with what
other universities are doing
across the country," he said.
"This is the reality of the
situation," he said.

(Jim are cordialtu invited to attend the
fcjowunq Kjreen - >/<i/,' Vfniveriitu JJ>atl

DriJay, Jlprit tO, 1987

Veto threatens new interchange
by Julie Wallace
staff reporter
Unless the Senate overrides
President Reagan's veto on the
Federal Highway Reauthorization bill, the construction of an
interchange between Interstate
75 and Ohio 795 in Perrysburg
Township will be in jeopardy.
In addition to losing the interchange, the state stands to lose
up to $2.5 billion in federal transportation funds. The House of
Representatives overrode the
veto yesterday, and the Senate
is scheduled to take its vote on
the bill later this week.
The interchange proposal was
prepared by Congressman Delbert Latta (R-Ohio) at the request of the Wood County
&mmissioners' Office.
Alvin Perkins, Wood County
commissioner, said the interchange was requested now because the highway bill was to
include many projects similar to
this one throughout the nation
and because the commissioners
believe it is needed to improve
the traffic safety for the area.
"The need to get from one
highway to another is very vital
... the reality is that you've got
highways going under and over
each other, without being able to
get to the others without traveling through the residential
areas," he said. "The residential areas don't need that
traffic flow."
Joanne Southard, administrative assistant for Latta. said
such an interchange would bolster economic development in
northern Wood County through
improved access to freeways.
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"The interchange would improve the economic development of the area by way of the
businesses that will naturally
develop around it ... such as
industrial businesses, thereby
creating new jobs for the area,
Southard said.
ON THE economic development, Perkins said the area
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has the potential to develop into
a prime industrial area.
"There is a lot of truck traffic
supporting the industrial area
now, with the Chrysler plant
there and all, but if we ever
expect to develop the area further, the roadways have to be
opened up. Otherwise, they are
going to go elsewhere," he said.
Randolph Germann, deputy
district director for the Ohio
Department of Transportation,
agreed the main benefits of the
project would be economic and
said the county has invested in
the area already by developing
the water and sewer lines.
Perkins said that between
both the state and the county,
there has been $100 million invested in Ohio 795 on the

highway itself and water and
sewer lines in the area.
GERMANN SAID Latta's
amendment is not the first proposal for such an interchange.
Both ODOT and Wood County
have proposed interchanges at
both 1-75 and Ohio 795 and at 1-75
and the Ohio Turnpike, but the
proposals have all been rejected
by the Federal Highway Commission.
"We've been trying to get this
project underway for a while...
but the FHC rejected all previous proposals for the interchange," he said.
According to a FHC rejection
letter dated Sept. 23,1986, the I75 and Ohio 795 interchange
plans were rejected because the
design for the exits would not be
suitable for the area.
The interchange proposal concerning the Ohio Turnpike and I75 was also rejected, hut for
different reasons. Due to federal
regulations, federal highway
funds cannot be directed to work
done on toll roads within the
state, so any proposed interchanges involving the turnpike
cannot be built now.
An interchange at the turnpike
site may be possible within three
Sears, though, he said, since the
ill for the turnpike might be
eliminated in 1990, depending on
the state Legislature.
"What we really want to do is
utilize the roads to the local
people," Germann said. "At the
Bresent time, the turnpike and
le other roads need more interchanges to be able to utilize
them; that is what we are working for."
Due to the delay caused by
President Reagan's veto, an
override of the veto by both
houses of Congress will still
cause construction of the project
to be delayed. If the bill is
passed, a 12-week waiting period
is required before bids on contracts can be taken.
Germann said even if the bill
was passed by the Senate this
week, construction could not be
authorized until July 1.
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Spring storm hits Ohio, Snows help battle Ohio blazes
record snowfall results
by the Associated Press

Ohioans dug out yesterday
from the worst snowstorm of the
season, a springtime reminder
of winter that left a coat of white
on flowering bulbs and blossoms. In Cleveland, the storm
dumped more than 16 inches of
snow in less than 24 hours, making it the second heaviest singleday snowfall in history.
Winter storm warnings remained in effect for eastern
Ohio yesterday afternoon and
evening, with another 3 to 4
inches of snow forecast. In
greater Cleveland, a heavy snow
warning called for another 4 to 6
inches of snow.
By yesterday afternoon, snow
depths around the state ranged

from 2 inches in Toledo to 16.1
inches in Cleveland. Cincinnati
had 9 inches, Dayton and Mansfield reported 7 Inches, and Columbus had 5 inches.
At least two people died while
shoveling snow in the Middletown area. Walter Oaks, 76, was
found lying dead in the snow
yesterday morning outside an
office building. On Monday
night, Hobart Swartz, 68, died
while shoveling snow from his
drive. His wife told Butler
County sheriff's deputies she
found tier husband on the ground
by the garage a few minutes
after he began shoveling.
The weather service said the
16-inch snowfall at Cleveland
Hopkins Airport was the heaviest since November 1913.

Moslem captors re-issue demands
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) Moslem kidnappers today renewed an offer to swap four
hostages for 400 Arabs held by
Israel, and claimed that the
health of one captive American
was "deteriorating day by day."
The demand came in a handwritten Arabic statement signed
by the Islamic Jihad for the
Liberation of Palestine and de-

Kirk says although the snow
will melt soon, greening vegetation will hinder further fires.
The brush fire season has
ended in Ohio, he said, but officials should still be wary of
possible blazes through May.
Kirk says there have been 584
wildfires in Ohio this year,
damaging more than 2,700
acres.

ATHENS (AP)- Monday
night's snowstorms may have
been an irritant to motorists and
farmers, but a forestry official
says it was a blessing for firefighters who have been battling
brush fires in recent weeks.
Nathan Kirk, assistant district
forester, said yesterday that the
snow was just what was needed
to dampen the rash of fires.

Speed demon could have flown

Trustees say Perry assessment low
WILLOUGHBY (AP) - Perry
Township trustees think the land
upon which the Perry Nuclear
Power Plant sits is worth far
more than the $123 million real
estate assessment.
They said they plan to complain to the Lake County auditor
about the valuation.
Trustees say the township and
other municipalities may lose

Applications are being accepted
for

Summer 1987 BG News editor
Fall 1987 BG News editor
1987-88 Gavel editor
1988 KEY editor
1987-88 Miscellany editor
1987-88 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.
Applications due 5 p.m. Thursday April 16.

livered to offices of the Beirut
newspaper An-Nahar.
The statement said the health
of American hostage Alann
Steen, 47, of Boston, was "deteriorating day by day despite
continuous medication." It
called him "a spy."
The statement was accompanied by a photograph of one of
the four hostages, Jesse Turner.

NEW BUFFALO, Mich.
(AP) - A persistent man, in a
hurry to get from Canada to
Chicago, was stopped three
times for speeding in one day.
It would have been cheaper
for him to fly.
Trooper Peter Rahm said the
37-year-old Montreal resident
was stopped in Van Buren
County on Saturday after being

large tax revenues because of
the assessment. The plant,
which is still undergoing startup tests, will be fully taxable
when it is fully operational.
"Any power plant that requires $6 billion to construct and
has a real estate value of $123
million should be questioned,"
said Trustee Phillip Haskel.

clocked at 93 mph. He also was
stopped outside Benton Harbor,
where he allegedly was driving
83 mph, and near New Buffalo,
where he was timed at 80 mph.
He surrendered his driver's
license and posted bonds of $340.
One major airline charges
$197.13 for a one-way, coach seat
from Montreal to Chicago.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE...
to develop your sales abilities in college with the
potential of being one of the highest paid
students on campus ...
to prepare yourself for the post-graduate career
hunt by showing your initiative now!

Applications are now being accepted for BG News Advertising Sales
positions for Summer 1987 and the 1987-88 academic year.

Job descriptions and applications available at 214 West Hall.
Application deadline: Friday, April 10 5 p.m.
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Ahead ...
This Summer
Call or Write for a summer
schedule of classes and
registration information.
Summer courses are
scheduled in:
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Applied Mil*
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U.S. adviser killed in El Salvador Bank official
sent to prison
EL PARAISO, El Salvador (AP) - Guerrillas raided a major army base before
dawn yesterday, lulling at least 43 soldiers
and a U.S. military adviser, the first to die
during battle in the 7-year-old civil war.
El Salvador's military commander said
the American, identified as Staff Sgt. Gregory Fronius, 27, of Greensburg, Pa., was
killed by mortar fire near a command post.
Fronius's records list his birthplace as
Ohio but do not specify what city, said
Pentagon spokesman Capt. Jay Farrar.
Hie military said 35 soldiers were
wounded by leftist rebels who assaulted the
base behind a barrage of cannon, mortar
and grenade fire. Base commander Col.
Gilberto Rubio, who was slightly wounded,
said the number of attackers had not been

determined.
Officials said seven guerrillas died in the
attack on the 4th Infantry Brigade garrison
at El Paraiso in Chalatenango province, a
rebel stronghold, and some penetrated the
camp. El Paraiso is nearly 40 miles north of
San Salvador, capital of this Central American country.
"BECAUSE OF the seriousness of the
injuries, the number of dead (soldiers) may
increase," said Gen. Adolfo Blandon, chief
of the armed forces. He visited the base to
assess the situation.
Soldiers on the scene estimated government casualties at about 65 dead and more
than 100 wounded.
According to U.S. policy, American advisers do not participate in offensive military

action or enter areas where combat is
occurring or likely, but may visit "carefully
selected and secure sites such as garrisons. They are armed and may respond if
fired upon.
The United States has a self-imposed
ceiling of 55 on the number of advisers
serving in El Salvador at one time, but
fewer sometimes are on duty.
Yesterday's rebel attack was the largest
since a June 1966 guerrilla assault on the
army base at San Miguel, 86 miles east of
San Salvador. The military said 50 soldiers
were killed or wounded there, but the rebels
claimed a total of 250.
U.S. Embassy spokesman Pen Agnew
said Fronius was training Salvadoran troops
at the El Paraiso garrison.

Former Home State president
must repay Ohio $114.8 million
CINCINNATI (AP)-Burton Bongard, a former Home
State Savings Bank president
convicted of 82 criminal
charges in the bank's 1985
collapse, was ordered yesterday to spend 10 years in
prison and to repay $114.8
million to Ohio.
In another courtroom, lawyers failed in an effort to
persuade a state appeals
court to release former Home
State owner Marvin Warner
from jail. Warner, 67, a multimillionaire businessman and
former U.S. ambassador to
Switzerland, was sentenced
Monday to 3^4 years in prison
and was directed to pay Ohio
$22 million in restitution and
$250,000 in prosecution costs.
Bongard, 46, of New York
City, and his wife, Debra,
made emotional pleas for
mercy to Hamilton County
Common Pleas Judge Richard Niehaus. They said they
would work to make restitution for the costs of Home
State's collapse, but wanted
to have Bongard spared a
lengthy prison term so he
could help raise their 1-yearold son.
But Niehaus rejected the
pleas, saying the jury that
convicted Bongard March 2
had concluded that Bongard
worried about personal gain
and abandoned his duties as
watchdog for Home State's
depositors and shareholders.
That is a violation of the
laws of this state," Niehaus
said.

CIA agent dies in helicopter crash
WASHINGTON (AP) - A Central Intelligence Agency employee died last week when a
Salvadoran military helicopter
crashed in the eastern part of
that Central American country,
the State Department said Monday.
The department and CIA both
refused to release the identity of
the American victim, although

both agencies said that nezt-ofkin had been notified.
The Quincy, Mass., Patriot
Ledger reported Monday, however, that a former area resident named Richard Kroboch
died last week in a helicopter
crash in El Salvador.
The newspaper quoted the
man's father, Dr. John Kroboch
of Sacramento, Calif., as saying
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he had been informed of his
son's death but provided no details of the incident.
The paper described Kroboch
as a captain in the Army. But
according to the Army, Capt.
Richard Kroboch, 31, left the
service with an honorable discharge in November.
Kroboch, a 1979 graduate of
West Point, was initially trained
for the Army's armored units,
but switched to aviation in 1981
and served the rest of his military career as a helicopter pilot,
said Maj. Bruce Bell, a spokes"AN EMPLOYEE of the CIA
assigned to the U.S. Embassy in
San Salvador was killed March
26 when a Salvadoran military
helicopter in which he was a
passenger crashed five kilometers north of the town of Chinameca" in the San Miguel
province, said Greg Lagana, a

=rCHARLESTOWN=

State Department spokesman.
"The next-of-kin have been notified."
Asked for the victim's identity. Lagana referred a reporter
to the CIA, where spokeswoman
Kathy Pherson subsequently declined comment.
The Salvadoran military had
announced the helicopter crash
last week, saying a U.S.-made
UH-1H Huey had been lost on a
flight from San Miguel to San
Salvador.
Four Salvadorans also were
killed in the crash.
"We have nothing on the cause
of the crash," said Lagana. "But
it is highly unlikely that any
hostile fire was involved. We do
not believe there were any guerrillas in the area at the time."
The Patriot-Ledger quoted
Kroboch's father as saving he
was unfamiliar with his son's
work in Central America.
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Mon. & Tues. 9-6
Wed., Thurs., Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-4

Howard's is a designated driver participant

210 N. Main

No Cover

POWARD'S
210 N. MAIN

MONDAY

SUNDAY

TUESDAY

PHYSICS AT UD
An intensive summer program-June 15-July 31,1987

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS
THE AREAS FINEST LIVE ENTERTAINMENT
VOTED BEST BAR IN B.G
DESIGNATED DRIVER PARTICIPANT

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

fpLUV
HOLIDAY

l<*45

1939

n

of- "^MKOMb"
1933

1916
13

DYLArJ'6 fiiasr

LEONARDO

14

/M\ZfiWb

l5

DA \/|rXI

1452.

lind

Call the
Department ol Physics

V,
LOVED
BY MILLIONS\
(lAfcO/ESEMY- ST11VR Prtvl

#06

• A lull-year college physics course, including laboratories, in 7 weeks.
• Ideally suited for pre-medical and other life science college students.
• Appropriate for most academic majors.
• Housing available.
• Make your plans now.

419-352-9951

WEDNESDAY

zwooe

Mm

MIKE KATON

WE CARE
UJ

o

RIDDIM DOCTOR

The I 'nh-ersily of'Dayton

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

WE CARE

TRY OUT FOR THE PRE-REG

VARIETY SHOW
AUDITIONS: APRIL 2 1:30pm-7:00pm
(SIGN-UP IN 405 STUDENT SERV. BLDG.)
UARIETV SHOW DATES: JULY 6 • JULY 30
MONDAY - THURSDAY, 8:30 - 9:30 pm
TOWERS INN

I

ISIAMP

o

i
m

m

UJ

20

LWtBMBMtf

5o

2/

r30bT0M

735 86
i9e>o

169"?
27

Bwznerr
1936

covee.1

4

300 College Park
Dayton, Ohio 45469-0001

229-2311

|9bl

19 filz&T

AID

353-3281

Get your Easter Cut
Now!

loved by Mrs. Athanae
Wei Starship??

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

-M.

IN ADDITION to the prison
time, Niehaus sentenced
Bongard to five years' probation. Bongard must also pay
$114 million restitution to
Ohio for costs of guaranteeing
the deposits of Home State
after it permanently closed in
March 1985, and another
$800,000 to reimburse the
state for prosecution expenses, Niehaus ruled.
Niehaus also said Bongard
would have to post a $114
million bond, in cash, securities or real estate, if he wants
to get out of jail pending appeal of his convictions.
Armistead Gilliam, Bongard's lawyer, objected that
the bond is excessive. But
Niehaus answered: "If this
man is to go free, the least he
can do is to assure restitution
to the citizens of this state."
The Jury that convicted
Bongard upheld the state's
theory that he had overseen
illegal transfers of Home
State investments to ESM
Government Securities Inc.,
of Fort Lauderdale, Fla., in
return for ESM-guaranteed
profits to Bongard through
his personal account at the
Florida company, Niehaus
said.
Federal regulators closed
ESM on March 4, 1985, for
insolvency when it had more
than $300 million in debts.
Home State, ESM's biggest
investor through securities
transactions, lost $144 million
in ESM's closing and failed
four days later.

TAUTKUS

z&
IRIUIlMAS
fM r3>U>0AA_

UJ

1^ ?£•*-/

s

WE ARE LOOKING FOR
CONTEMPORARY/POP/ROCK
PERFORMERS TO ENTERTAIN NEW BGSU
STUDENTS AND PARENTS.

OKI Of oA\0<>

uAP^e&r

EDDIE SHAW
& THE WOLF GANG

PERFORMERS WILL BE PAID.
o
5

m

s

m
o

It you have questions call Student Activities A
Orientation Office at 372-2843

jjj

/iDmtu.'er
3dVQ3AA

3dV0 3M

3dVO 3M

3HVO 3AA

3UVO 3M
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Bad break for netters Former Falcon ice star
shining bright in NHL

Injuries mount as BG drops five of seven
by Randy Maggard
spoils reporter

The Bowling Green men's tennis team spent spring break on
the road playing a hectic seven
match schedule and returned
home with a 5-7 overall record
after winning two of the seven
contests.
The netters were plagued with
several injuries during the trip,
but Falcon coach Bob Gill said
that's not the reason the team
lost certain matches.
"Injuries did present some
problems for us, but it didn't
cost us wins," GUI said. "Our
team is balanced enough to
make up for such problems."
BG dropped their first match
to The Citadel 6-3 Saturday in
their outdoor debut. Gill said
BG's singles play wasn't good as
the Falcons only singles victory
came from Mike Cansfield in the
sixth match. Rick Boysen and
Mike Cansf ield won at third doubles while Kurt Hammerschmidt and Mark Cavalier won
second doubles.
The netters lost to Georgia
State Sunday 6-3. In singles competition. Rick Boysen's performance provided the only win for
BG. The Falcons' doubles teams

continued to play well as Hammersenmidt and Cavalier repeated Saturday's feat by winning second doubles while Boysen and Cansfield won third doubles.
TUESDAY BROUGHT the
Falcons their first win against
Jacksonville University (7-2).
BG made a strong showing as
they collected a sweep in the
doubles matches. The only down
side of this match was the fact
that Rick Boysen suffered an
injury that would take him out of
the first singles position for the
rest of the trip.
The defending NAIA national
champs of Flagler College
handed BG another loss Wednesday defeating the Falcons in a
close 5-4 match. Despite losing.
Gill praised the performances of
two freshmen who stepped in to
play third doubles. John Green
and Mike Hain lost 44,7-6,4-6,
but played well given the situation, Gill said. In addition to
losing the match, the Falcons
also lost Mark Cavalier to an
injury.
Georgia Southern proved to be
the strongest team on the trip as
they defeated BG 7-2 Thursday.
Mike Hain won the only singles
match in fifth singles while Can-

RSi*fc32*tt D^^^P^

More people
have survived
cancer than

sfield and Hammerschmidt collected the only doubles win in
third doubles.
THE FALCONS continued to
slump Friday when they lost to
Armstrong State 6-3 in Savannah, Georgia. Ken Bruce won
fifth singles while Mike Hain
won sixth singles. Bruce and
Ellsworth won second doubles
for the Falcons.
The netters finished the road
trip by defeating Eastern Kentucky 6-3 Saturday. BG collected
wins in second, fourth, fifth and
sixth singles while winning first
and third doubles.
"Players at the lower end of
the lineup benefited most from
the trip since they were able to
Set some playing experience,"
ill said. "We were able to utilize our depth since we had some
injuries to contend with."
The Falcons will play host for
three matches this weekend
starting with the University of
Cincinnati Friday at 3 p.m. at
Keefe Courts. Indiana State will
meet BG Saturday at 9 a.m.
followed by Wright State Saturday at 1 p.m.
"We want to get back to .500
play and we can do it this weekend against these teams," Gill
said."

now live in
the City of
Los Angeles.

BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
(AP) - George McPhee listened to the master.
And in following the advice
of a hockey legend named
Phil Esposito, the former
Bowling Green star pulled the
noose a little tighter around
the collective neck of the Minnesota North Stars.
"Phil stresses to just relax
and hit the net," said McPhee, who scored two goals,
Including the game-winner
with nine minutes to play
Monday, lifting the New York
Rangers to a 6-5 NHL victory
over Minnesota. "He tells you
that you don't have to overpower it"
Seventeen seconds after
Marcel Dionne had tied the

game, McPhee tipped Jay
Caufield's pass past North
Stars goaltender Don Beaupre. Later, he filed into the
Rangers' locker room to considerable razzing.
"I enjoy being with these
guys," he said. It feels good
to be teased because I think
that means you are liked."
INDEED, HE is well-liked
by Esposito, the former NHL
superstar who is now the
Rangers' coach and general
manager.
"He's a part of the team,"
said Espo, whose club
climbed within one point of
the third-place New York Islanders and within two points
of the second-place Washington Capitals in the battle for
playoff position in the Patrick

Division. "It's a pleasure to
watch him succeed. He's very
good at what he does."
That usually isn't scoring.
McPhee's performance Monday doubled this season's output to four. In 108 NHL games
over five seasons, be has
scored 21 goals - and piled up
245 penalty minutes.
"I've done my share of
fighting," McPhee said. "Basically, my role is to be a
•lu
..™,j at BG McPhee won
the Hobey Baker Award in
1962 as the nation's outstanding collegiate hockey player.
He was also named to the AllAmerican team that season
and is the only BG player to
have his jersey number (9)
retired.

Schlichter trial begins
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - The trial of former Ohio
State University and Indianapolis Colts quarterback Art Schlichter on gambling charges is
scheduled to begin today.
Schlichter, who surrendered to police in January, was among seven people arrested in what
Indianapolis Police Chief Paul Annee said was the
first phase of a continuing undercover probe into
sports gambling.
Marion Muncipal Court Judge Torn Cordingley

denied a defense motion for a continuance yesterday, stating there had been too many delays in the
case already.
Schlichter's attorney, Lesa Lux, said the case
was on the court calendar for today and she
assumed it would go to trial.
Meanwhile, Indianapolis Colts quarterback
Jack Trudeau is scheduled to go on trial tomorrow
on charges of battery on a police officer and
disorderly conduct.

Thursday, April 2

COLLEGE
NIGHT
Downtown Business Association
Chris is often told to,"Go Fly a Kite".

PART-TIME
YOUTH FUN AND FITNESS LEADERS
Needed Summer 1987 at the

Student Recreation Center
'Must enjoy working with children and have experience
leading groups in a variety of activities.
Applications can be filled out in the main office on the
SRC April 20-24.
For more information call Tammy Summers at 372-2711.

Funny, that's the ONLY advice he takes seriously!

FLYING
HIGH

Toledo's
new & exciting
M
kite headquarters

carrying a complete line of kites and
accessories for the amateur St pro
including: STUNT KITES
PARA FOILS
•DIAMONDS
DRAGONS
•DELTAS
CALL,
WINDSOCKS
242kite
•
and
a unique assortment
FOR INFO.
of flying toys

kites

LOCATED IN,
FORTSIDE
FESTIVAL
MARKETPLACE
DOWNTOWN TOLEDO

STUDENTS, BRING YOUR ID. OR THIS AD FOR 10% OFF

Classifieds
OBAD STUDENT*!
Time's running out to enter the
OSS TRIVIA CONTESTI
Cal 2-2426 lor (Mala Deadane tor
entry a) 6 00 pm Thursday, Apr! 2
The contest «■ be held at 7 30 pm,
Saturday April 4 m the lo* Arena
Lounge. Get your act together and
make your education at BGSU worthwhile'

CAMPUS * CITY EVENTS
•••ATTOITIOMMM*"'
Mr Peter Wain, ■ dynamic speak* from on*
confciUng Arm L*ven«hol and llorwih. wfl be
speaking on oonatjnng m the HoapKaMy In
duatry AJ Busaiess students we encouraged
to attend aa Laventhol and Itorwalh is a major
corwetmc, firm The meeting wi Do held at 8 00
pm n rm 112 Ule Science on Tuee . March
31 Hooe to see you there1
••-LINDA (UNIT. ART THERAPIST-"
PleHlHl "The SIM ot limarch In Art
Tratapy'' Wed . Aprs 1 at 7 30 pm m rm 204
FA ALL ARE WELCOME!
• "TRIVIA OONTEST ( JAZZ CAFE""
Come one, come el to the last big graduate student ' Blowout ot the semester1 The Trtvte conMi starts at 7 30 pm (cal 2-2428 tor detaas)
and ths Jazz Cafe toscws at 9 00 pm Both on
Saturday Aprx 4 at Ihe Ice Arena Lounge A S2
donason we be requested at the door Please
bring your ID Sponsored by Graduate Student
Senate and the World Student Association See
you there1
1987 UNIVERSITY BALL
Friday Aprs 10
8 00 pm Lenhsrl Grand Ballroom
Reservations
425 Student Services
BG Chamber ol Commerce
Mortar Board Members
Featuring
Stan Sterner s Sg Band Sound
Sponsored by Mortar Board

Ireorrratton concerning May 9 commencement
ceremcmiee had been mated lo al undergrauate
candMatee tor graduation on March 30. 1987.
The letter s heve been mailed to local addresses
Ion-campus maabox**) and wa Include in
RSVP card when MUST be relumed by Hoes
not attending the ceremony. Any
undergraduate candidate not receiving a letter
by Apr! 3. 198' should oKk one up in the 01
ttce ol Registration and Records

SAT . APRIL 4. 1987 AFRICAN DINNER
Guest Speaker Dr As A Mams
Dr Al A Mazrui's presentation wet be locused
on the following topic
'AFRICA THE
CROSSROADS"
Entertslnment
The Omowale Cultural
Society
Detroit's foremost Afrtkan Cultural Troupe"
That cultural dance group ofl present their
superb repertoire ot attractions dedicated lo
promote and preserve Traditional Alrtkan
Foedore
Food a rich variety ot traditional afncan dishes
wi be served
PLACE St Thomas Moore Auditorium
TIME 530pm
DONATION $3 00
Or Al A Mazrui la a professor ot Afro-American
and Afncan Studies, and s professor ol Potttcal
Science at the University ol Michigan, Ann Arbor Dr Marrut Is also Andrew D While
professor-at Large. Cornel University and s
Research professor ot Political Science al the
University ol Jos. Niger* PhD Irom Oilord
University. Dr Mazrui has published several
books and has guest-lectured In umversrfrtes
around the world In addition. Dr Mazrui Is the
host ot the wel-known. and controversial rune
program-long television series THE AFRICAN
A TRIPLE HEPJTAGE

OX FROOUCTIONS
Antique Jewelry Reproductions
In brass
Lockets. Bar pin*
Eamnge. hlecklacoa
at Caaco, Sage I Thyme
115 Clay St 3S2-S417

S100 reward lor aiffmmason leading to the arrest and conviction ot persons who stole my
ergs cojectton ol horses and tarranum Irom my
garage Feb 10 1 2 207 Byal Ave B G Cal
353-8306 or 352-7160 or Crime Stoppers
352-0077
" UNIVERSITY BALL "
Apr! 10
6:00 PM Grand Baaroom

Irarsmursl Track Otfidale Needed A! interested
should pick up an application at 108 SRC
before Apr! 20th
JUST A BBMBS
to residence students
Becking Into perking apace* In on campus lots
8. 8. 9 and 12 Is no longer slowed It I* Hegel
to back rao any perking spaces on campus
Thank You
See URBAN BUSH WOMEN m "Wld Women.
Anarchy and Dinah " Thursday. Apr! 2 8 PM
Kooacker Hal Tickets » Mania at the door S3
students $6 others Box office open* at 5 pm

•••UAO""
'**e*XMttU,TE OF THE YEAR""

•••cotimr"

■ESSAYS OUC APRIL • IN UAO OFFICE"
" "ALPHA XI DELTA"
SHOW OFF YOUR TAN HAPPY HOURS
SAT., APRIL 4, 4-9 PM AT UPTOWN
"0O.TA TAU DeLTA'"
" DANCE" DANCE ■ DANCE "
UNIVERSITY BALL
Apr! 10 8 00 pm
with Stan Sterner s Big Band Sound

SELLING AND SALES MGMT CLUB
MEETING APRIL 1
7 00 PM M THE TOWNE ROOM-UNION
REMEMBER CHICAGO TRIP APRIL 9'

"SELLING 1 SALES MGMT CLUB"
CLUB MEETING APRIL 1
7 00 PM TOWNE ROOM UMON
REMEMBER CHICAGO TRIP APRIL 9!

Wednesday Apr! 1 7 30 Moseley
Society lor Creative Anachronlam
' 'Important-W* •• talk about
April 11th event"

ACM Meeting
Assocetlon (or Computing Machinery
Wed . April 1. 7 30. 121 Hayes
AFRICAN PEOPLES ASSOCIATION
THE 1987 AFRICAN WEEK
FRI . APRIL 3. 1987 AFRICAN STYLE" REGGAE CONCERT
Performing Band Ths Quanta Oread Liberation
Posss
s group ot musicians-cultural workers, committed to Ihe presevstton ot detalcal African.
Atro-Caribbean. an Afro-American culture
through music This ensemble w* combine
Reggae. Jau. Funk, and Rythmn & Blues into a
tascratmg blend oi contemporary Black music
PLACE. Amani Room
TIME 9 00pm
FREE AND OPEN TO THE PUBLIC
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Lost Long, Black wool coal horn Marka on St
Petrtcke Day. Keye In pocket. Please return.
Cell 35*0071

RIDES
Ride needed to and from Ohio U Can leave
anytime Thur* Apr 9 Wish 10 return Sun Apr
12 Wl provide gas $' Tara 372 4523

Typing and Word Processing Services and
Resumes Thesis and dissertations IBM quality
print spesYig checked A to Z Data 352-6042
WOMEN S CLINIC
2700 Monroe St . Toledo. Oflerlng
gynecological services & pregnancy termination
by kensed physicayi including
prenatal,
obstetrics, pregnancy testing. Psp lest (lor cervical cancer) VD screening, birth control Into .
Tube! Ljgation termination ol pregnancy up
through 10 weeks (special rates for students )
By sppoaitmsnt 1-241-2471

TO CRAZY 207 From the See ftp to the Valerie, what a time1
Good thing you tied the lemty truckaler'
Nothing Ike grocery shopping with eleven
people WE NEED MORE BEER" Not to mention nlgtittme (*cuzze ssding swimming In the
rail. Trivial Pursuit. Moo**, and mac and
cheoee by J.P and Tom what chefs! That
snoring ha* GOT to go! Remember- watch out
for mother' Leap (Bleep] dW you forget
anything? Cod breeze lams. Bran! Wl Ihe
oartneaa ever end?
LOVE. CRAZY 335

CONGRATULATIONS TO
DANIEL KALLEN
AND
SUSAN DESANTO
ON THEIR ENOAOEMENT
J.C.

YflLD WOMEN. ANARCHY AND DINAH performed by Urban Bush Women Thursday April
2 B pm Kooacker hal Tickets S3 students SB
others General Admission seating, available al
the door Box office open* at 5 PM

CONGRATULATIONS
Karyn Bonrsck on your HOT pob oiler'
Work your way to the top! love. Katie

'SHOW OFF YOUR TAN"
Win ■ compact dak payer* Tickets on sat* outaid* Educ. Bus weak Help support American
Lung Association

Oovernment Homes from SI (U repair! Dean
quant lax property Repossessions. Cal
805-687-6000 Ext GH-9849 for current repo
1st

PERSONALS

SPEND A SEMESTER IN ENGLAND
PLUS EARN 15 HOURS BGSU CREDIT!
FOR MORE INFO EVERY WED EVENING
AT 7:30 IN 411 SOUTH HALL

INTERESTED IN TRAVELING AND
EXPERIENCING A NEW CULTURE??
STUDY IN ENGLAND!!
FOR MORE INFO. EVERY WED. EVENING
AT 7:30 IN 411 SOUTH HALL

IT'S UP TO YOUI
Don't forget to vote In the upcoming USG
elections!
Aprl 15-16
9-5 Union lover
5 9 Jerome Library
K.L. Quotes:
For God's sake. SECURITY IS ON ITS WAYi
Mr. Ortndeuff.
Than** for a great week. California wa* Iuat
wtarl you aeld-lunl I knew, "N'« your loam,
people know ,i A they km y...." Vary true
Tsks care, Lot*,
Missy
PS So when era you Waiting Ohio?
ONE VOTE MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
VOTE USG
Apr! 15-16
9-5 Union loyer—-5-9 Jerome Library

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

WANTED
1 or 2 persons to sub-leea* furnished efficiency. Available mmedletety. $225 per month. Cat
Denny al 1313)385-3483
1-2 Chratan gins to share 4 person apt tor
87-88 2 blocks from campus very reasonable
rent Cal Sera or Barb 353-7909
2-3 girts to sublease pertly furnished house on
Wooeter (Bummer) Reasonable Rent. Sue-Mary
352-4420

AtlenBon students Now taking aopfcattons for
tun-lovtng. out-going energetic I honest peo
pi* Al poaMona avaaabte al the Toledo highenergy mghldub | run-drlnkery Apply M Henry
J's <i person at Qlenbyrne Shopping Center del
ty after 7 pm except Tuesdays
Attractive Male I Female Costume Detvery
People needed lor The Oaeconman Must hev*
own Oar Must b* outgoing May through Aug
352 8081
Computer Opening S25-38K
Now hiring Cd 471-1440.
Orsy lee $75 00 Advance )ob kilo
Job Exchange Student discount aval
■Ccratructlon S10-12 00 hourly
Now Hrmg CH471-1440
Only lee S75 00 Advance lob inlo
Job Exchange. Student discount aval.
Counselor S13.500 - 18,500 yr
Entry anal. Cal 471-1400
One/ fa* $75 00 Advance ka> biro
Job Exchange Student dacount aval

HELPI NEED TWO ROOMMATES TO SUtV
LEASE APT. FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO CAMPUS, AIR CONDITIONED, CHEAP, NICE
PLEASE CALL 3S4-4S07 AND ASK FOR
BECKY OR LORIE

HELP WANTED

i me BG Mews is not responsible lor postal service delays)

HATES: per ad are 65" per line. $1 95 minimum
50* extra per ad 'or bold type
Approximately 35 45 spaces per line
PREPAYMENT is required for aH non university related business and individuals
NOTICE: The BG rvews w* not Be responsible lor error due lo illegibility or incomplete information Please com* to 214
West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad Toe BG News will no! be responsible for typographical
errors in classified ads lor more than two consecutive insertions

Bm a Boston nanny Live-in cNk) car*
tor frtanofy, professional Boston ares
lamAes 1 yr committment We make
exesient matches Good pay A benefits
No fee Cal (817)244-5154 or writs
American Al PAIR PO Box 97 New
TownGBrttcn. Boston. MASS 02256G

The BG News reserves the right to release the names ol individuals who place advertising in 77ie /Vews The
decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News The
purpose of this pokey is to discourage the placement ol advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily
embarrassing to individuals or organizations

PRO-DEK SIGN INC.
RENTALS I DAY,
I MONTH, 3 MONTHS

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
.Phone#

CALL (419) 335-0682
0« WE BUILD ANY TYPE SIGN

(For billing purposes only)

DEALER WANTED

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)

1972 Plymouth Fury
Best otter
362-2356
1077 Monte Carlo New ties exhaust, brakse
$600 or best offer Cal 352-8317
1980 Seville
362-6701.

Full-Part Time
SI80 per roll
photographa experience unnecessary.
cameia and film supplied
1 -4 18-482-2100 DsysEves-YAnd Ext

100.000

Mile*

$8,000

1983 Ford Esccn Iwc-orx-hatchback Air condktoning. AM FM sloreo. new Unroya*
45,000 mees. excelent condition. »H mantamed. $3,500 Cal 363-1601
20 | 30 Gel fah aquarium with power tilers.
stand ( other *cc***orl*s-S85 Sharp
PA-1000H Intelllwrlter (typewriter) with
memory | lul ane dtsptey brand new -$150 Cal
352-8218
FOR SALE: PC I . one year old Greet lor
papers m al Osckjenes AI manuals snd DOS
Cal 352-1881 or 372-8143.
Loft for sale In exceeent condition $160 or
beat offer Contact Jean or Tin* at 372-6913

Pioneer stereo (or sale
almost new $260
Cal 372-3591

Electronics $15 18 00 per hour
Halng Now! CM 471 -1440
Only lee $75 00 Advance |ob into
Job Exchange Student dacount aval

FOR RENT

taking
35mm
free.
0768
RENT

Full-Part Tim*. 1110. per roll taking
photographa. Experience unnoceeeary,
35mm camera and mm liapplld fie*.
1-41*412-2100 Deys-Evee-WInd Ext 71M

YOUR

SUMMER APARTMENTS
NOWI
Special ruiei Available
Call Newton Rental,
362-6120

GOVERNMENT JOB lets local, stale and
federal guarantee Ohio resident Immediate
openings $400 to S1400 wkly.
1 716 882 9000 including Sunday Ext 1188
GOVERNMENT JOB Hat. local, stale and
federal, guarantee Ofwo feldsnt Immedlala
openlngi 1400 to 11400 wkly. 1-7IMI2KOO0
Including Sunday Ext. 11IS

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
Assortment ot many apt*.
A duplex*! tor summer 4
fall rental*. CALL NOW
for choice apt*. 3S4-22I0
Otllc located at 311 E Wooeter

GOVERNMENT JOB Uata local, sun* and
federal, guarantee Ohio resMem Immediate
opentnga 1400 to 11400 wkly. 1-71«-4l2-*000
Including Evening! Ext. lilt.
Help Wanted Energetic, funlovlng people tor
bartender A floor walker poemona at Buttons
Nightclub Apply alter 8 00pm
Hiring Waitresses
Apply Monday - Friday 2 PM - 4 PM
at Campus Potyeyee • 440 E. Court
Can start immediately.
Must Work Through Summer
Nnney Shoe* I* now axxevang resumes st the
«*tnct offlos: PO Box 167758. Oregon. OH
43816-7706 or apply In parson a) Klnnay
Shoe*. Scutfrwy* Mat for lul or pen-time positions for our raw Woodand Mat. located in
Bovnvig Qroan.
Live ai axripanion lor elderly woman- Begmnxvj
May 15. Private quarters 1 tax. from mam campus Ideal situation for female majoring tn car*
for the aged Cal 353-9753
Make rmndreos weekly moling circulars' No
Quota*! Umrta1 Rush sen addressed stamped
envelop* AM MAR 268 Robertson. Dept P7.
Beverly HB*. CAB0211.

Non-amoMng female to afar* 2 bdrrn. apt. (own
room) lor summer. 1*1 S spring ol 87-88 Cal
Amo 352 2895
WANTED. 2 lemales to sublease lor summer.
Own rooms, great, new furnished apartments
Cat 353-1406

FOR SALE

DeeVery Driver S375 00-week
watiam C*l 471-1440
Only lee $75 00 Advance k» inlo
Job Exchange. Student discount aval.

Desperately Needed. One female roommate to
share apt with three others Please contact
soon Tonya or Kelee at 372 H2! or Heather
al 353-2059
GRADUATE STUDENTS!
GSS a looking lor a lew good people lor reader
ship In nan year's Senate. Election lor PRESIDENT. VICE PRESIDENT. SECRETARY. AND
TREASURER will take place April 24.
Nominating petitions lor candidates are Owe In
the OSS office by S pm April 10

Summer employment «t on* of Ohio'* hotteet
reeort weea The newt/ restored leiand House
Hotel, the Cetawb* Wand Club 1 Groennouea
Restaurant are tookjng for wan atari, bar ssatf I
kachsn personnel Above sverage siialij* In
thebaauahl Wand am* ol North Coast Ohio
Pleas* cal or write Pat* Sarnoneon Food I
Beverage Director. Island House PO Box 767.
PoniOanton. OH 43462. 1-800-233-7307

AWUNES-CRiJISESHIP |ob let* guarantee mmedlate openmga all occupation*.
1-718-882 2900 including Sunday Ext 5188

UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST
UAO ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST

ENTER YOUR ROOkWATE IN UAO'S ROOMMATE OF THE YEAR CONTEST. ESSAYS DUE
APRIL « AT 5 PM

ESSAYS ARE DUE APRIL S IN THE UAO
OFFICEI
...BEAR

Name
Address
Social Security # or Account #

120 COUNSELOR AND INSTRUCTOR
POSfTONS AVAILABLE Private Coed Summer
Camp In Pocono Mia., PA. Contact Cayuga
PO Box 234BQ, Kaneworth, NJ 07033
12011-278-0108

To those residing at the "PALACE OF THE
GODS":
Than, for making me feel at home The
■Palace" la obvloutly where It's sit Right
Buater? Yupl Thanx. Mlaay

USG ELECTIONS
Petitions avsaaWe NOW lor
At-arge reur***nl**>r**
President-- Vice- president
Al 405 Student Services
Deadane Apr! 3rd

Wordprocesslng- typing done, tree disk
storage, cal Sue m Maumee 893-4168

DEADLINE: Two days m advance by 4 o m

THE ROWER IS IN YOUR HANDS
VOTEUSO
Apr! 15-16
9-5 Union loyer—5-9 Jerome Library
Don't forget to cast your vote"

ATTENTION RUNNERS
Chi Omega Give Your Sunday to Sunshine"
men marathon a) Sunday. Apr! 5th Sign up in
the foyer ol Math Science or University Hal the
weak before the race era Omega Give Your
Sunday to Sunshine

HEY SUE,
HEY WHY DON'T YOU NOMINATE YOUR
ROOMIE FOR UAO'S ROOMMATE OF THE
YEAR CONTEST?

The BG News

PENGUIN SILKSCREEMNG WE CUSTOM
PMMT HATS. JACKETS, SHIRTS AND MORE
TOP QUALITY
GUARANTEED LOWEST
PRICES. CALL FOR FREE QUOTES
1 396 3382

How CM you omoy La* Vegas? I haven I seen
you at aerobics recently! Cal me (372-1937)
Brian from SC.

Pregnant? Concerns? Free pregnancy teat, oblecttve nlormation By appointment or walk-In
Cal NOW 354-HOPE

ENVIRONMENTAL INTEREST GROUP
We heve s meeting tonight at 7 30 pm n room
127 Hayes Hal

Twsss-ein

Andres. LeeAnn. Cindy, and Bern
Deytone 67 JoUe. Shammy DZM. Yo Adrian.
Questions. Boom Boom Boom, Leepy's Love
tnengle Lei's Say 1.2 3. beer bong*, 410,
Akron swimmers, scammtng... and much more!
Thanks lor a greet time!
Love. Karen

SERVICES OFFERED

ELECTIONS!
The election for president, vice president,
secretary, and treasurer of GSS wat take place
on Aprt 24 Those riteresled m the positions
MUST FILE a norrknabng rjattbon by Fndsy April
10 Details available through GSS (2-24261

WILL TRAVEL
REASONABLE RATES

Tniol

LOST & FOUND

OEA0UNEI
Nominations lor the Outstanding Contributor to
Graduate Education Award are due In the OSS
office by 5 PM Friday. April 3 For detaas cal
GSS (2 24261

Factory 113 2i an hour
HUng now. Cat 471-1440
Only fee $75 00 Advance Job Into
Job Exchange Student dacount avail

DJ'S AND TUNES FOR YOUR NEXT PARTY

Merketlng $35-40.000 year
Entry level Col looey1 471-1440
Only Fan $76 00 Advance |ob Into.
Job Exchange Student dacount aval
NEW ENGLAND BROTHER-SISTER CAMPS (Meats) Mah-Kee-Nec for Boys Denbee for
Girls
Counselor Positions lor Program
Speciallata Al Team Sports, especially
Ra**bel. Besketbal. Soccer pkja Archery
Ratary and BUng 26 Tennis openings Aloo
Performing Arts. Gymnastics. Rocketry. Rope*
Course: Al Waterfront Activities axsjovtg
Swimming, Skkng. Smal Craft, ptua Overnight
Camping, Computers, Woodcraft and more InQuke J & D Camping I 90 Linden Avenue Glen
Ridge. NJ 07028 1201) (8)420-8522
(0)328-2727.
Part time sate* cMrk 8-18 rrs wk. Musi be
I aaahU «kenda Apply at Mfce's Party Mart, 8
Main. BG Wed Apr 1. Thur*., Apr. 2 or Fn
Apr. 3 between Sam and 3pm.
Part-time position at lennie dub lor either pro
•Np or reservation desk Some tennis
background helotul Pleasant personalty Send
resume to Shadow Valey Tennis Club, c-0 pro
•hop, 1181 S Koaand Sytvsna Rd Maumee.
OH 43637

1 I 2 bedroom furnished sots lor summer I
1987-88 school year S 1 V Rentals.
362-7464
2 barm apt tor Bubteeaa in summer Quiet.
does to dowrHown and campus Irvdudes utl,
that mo. rent, and dpst 363-7711
2 bdrm utt pd Qua! $325 a month Aval.
May. Pfl 364-0635. evenings
422 N Prospect, 4 bdrm house. $500 Summar, $2,360 F*l Sam . $2,350 Waiter Sem
CM 782-6451
BUFF APARTMENTS NOW RENTaW for
school year 87-68 Furmehed or unfurnished 2
bedroom apartments 9 or 12 month lees**
aiialahla Rant a $530 • month lor 0 month or
$475 month lor 12 month Summer rent a
$600 p*r apartment Cal Tim at 362-7182 or
364-1036
Cheek out the beet-kept secret In BO aptsl
Go 10 802 6th SI or cal
364-6818 and Is* to PtH or Mat
about a 4-peraon. 2 bdrm turn. apt.
FALCON PLAZA APARTMENTS
Next to Aapen Wine Reetaurant
2 bdrm -turn a unfum
Cal Tom 352-4873 days
352 1800 eves
FOR RENT 1 bedroom apt . 5 bedroom nous*
tor Summer Term 1-267-3341
Furnished Efficiency
Complete with color T V . Cable end HBO. Al
UBKKM pud
Ideal lor upperdsasmon or
graduetoe Semester leases BO'S Ihaat
apartment value $320 per month Phcn*
364-3182 or 362-1620
Steve Smith Act Rentes) 9 I 12 month
aval 1987-88 school year 362-8917 262
1-2 Troup-2 bdrm duple. $310 S utl 630
Mamae-3bdrm hse $310luH 605Flt1hS1
Apt. A-4 bdrm tn-pkx $450 < utl
Summer Rentals
3 month la—II
Apartments starting at $180 par mo.
Ph 352-7366
Two tjedroom, tumahod apartments lor the
87-66 school year 352-2863

Reeort keand Summer Employment Ice Cream
Gift Shop naaasjra.it Housing Avaaabte
Reaume Box 431 Keaeys Island. OH 4438

COOP CORNER

SALES' Party favor firm seeking on-cempue
leoresentstlve tor sales lo Greek house* during
1967-68 school year Exceaant commiaaion
and llsxtxa hour* To reserve an Inflwlew with
our national recruiter cal by Aprl 3, 1B67; at
1 8003J1 3891 and ask tor A Touch of

■3*n*r*J Into fjaaalon* ixnoarnlrio aumntar
•mptoyment through th* Co-op Office wB be
held on Wed Apr! 1 at 2 30: Mon Aprl 6 at
3:30: and Thur* Aprl 9 at 9:30 AM Sead
one or the above and leporl to Rm 236. Aomin
BU9

ENTER TO WIN
AN EASTER
HAM!
Drawing held April 16th
Classification in which you wish your ad to appear:
Campus 1 City Events'
Lost & Found
Rld*)S

_
_
_

Services Offered

_

Wanted

Help Wanted
For Sale
For Rent

Personals
•Campus/City Event ads ai* published free of charge for one day for a non-profit event or meeting, only

Dates of insertion

L

Total number ol days to appear

Mail to (On or Off-Campus Mail)
The 8G News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phone: 372-2601

COMPUTER
TYPESETTING
FROM YOUR
GRAPHIC ARTS
PROFESSIONALS

J

TSQUARE
^^^^^Mj

(No purchase necessary)
Sj Winner Notified By Phono

121 South Main . 352-8488

CLASSES FOR THE
JUNE 15 EXAM
BEGIN MONDAY
APRIL 13th
CALL 536-3701
3550 SECOR RD.
TOLEDO

fc KAPLAN

tIANIK M ItPIM IMH1TKWAI rlNTII IT»

